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Mary Jane Hayes and her husband Warren have been avid boaters for many
years and through many vessels. Owning and cruising both power and sail, they
encountered and negotiated their way through it all: on land, at dock, and at sea.
In these pages, Mary Jane Hayes shares those experiences through a collection
of stories that ultimately weaves itself into a tale so interesting and so enjoyable
that anyone who loves life and a good book is sure to be mesmerized.
Serena was their first sailing vessel. A 32-foot Grand Banks trawler was their
next “little ship,” christened Sea Story in honor of first mate and author Mary
Jane Hayes. Ultimately, Sea Story II followed. Through it all, the stories were
lived and the times were written. Now they are all here in this book for
everyone to enjoy.
Take this book home! Put on some comfortable clothes, collect a pleasing
beverage, find yourself a cozy chair, and prepare to pleasantly drift away to
another place, another life, another world. Under the skilled direction of author
Mary Jane Hayes, you will be taken along as she and her husband Warren pursue one adventure after another. You may
yourself be a lover of boating and the cruising life, or you may be someone simply fortunate enough to love the company
of a good book and a good story. In either case, you are certain to remember the enjoyable time you spend on that lazy
afternoon, during those stolen moments at lunch, on your daily commute, or whenever you choose to cast off with Serena
to Sea-Story II. Truly, this is a voyage worth your taking.
About The Author

Mary Jane Hayes began boating with her husband Warren in 1969. Together they have enjoyed the boating life
and have logged many miles as they cruised up and down the eastern seaboard in a variety of vessels. You can’t
do all that boating without having a plethora of experiences, and Mary Jane, the author, faithfully collected them
all. Over the years, she has been a prolific writer and shared those stories in a variety of periodicals including
many of the leading nautical ones. Mary Jane and her husband reside in Hanover, Massachusetts.
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